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Medicine changes considerably during the working life of a
doctor or pharmacist. Lifelong learning and unlearning is
therefore a professional necessity and must be an integral part
of normal work, not something to add on in spare moments.
Doctors, pharmacists and the public receive a flood of
promotional information and suggestions that cannot be
accepted at face value. Pharmaceutical promotion is advocacy
that aims to create sales by presenting a product to its best
advantage while playing down disadvantages. Something
similar happens when over-enthusiastic colleagues talk about
their preferred treatment.

reasonably safe: its primary job should be to protect the public
and to limit what drug companies may claim about their
products. The PBS needs expert advice to ensure that taxpayers
get value for money and do not pay over the odds for minor or
uncertain improvements.
Regrettably neither the TGA nor the PBAC is allowed to
publish the evidence and the arguments on which they base
their decisions. This secrecy makes it easy for aggrieved
companies, doctors or patients to criticise them for being
arbitrary or inconsistent.

When a new treatment or a new way of managing a problem
appears, we need to ask:

To be able to think properly about the role of different
treatments for a particular problem doctors need to understand
and be able to discuss the evidence and the arguments. No one
has found a better place for doing this than in an independent
drug bulletin. Of course in principle any general medical
journal could do it, but in practice there are two difficulties:

•

is the treatment that is offered worth considering and trying
to understand?

•

•

should I adopt it or recommend it to patients?

general journals have to cover a very wide range of topics,
so they have not got sufficient space to review and assess
therapies

•

almost all established medical journals are heavily dependent
on advertising revenue from pharmaceutical companies,
and if they are too critical they risk losing advertisers.

Often the answer to the first question is no, because the suggested
treatment seems unnecessary or trivial or makes no sense. If
however it looks as if it could be useful, the likely benefits and
disadvantages need critical assessment. However, evidence to
answer specific clinical questions is often lacking. In addition,
if evidence is available individual doctors often do not have the
time or the skills and experience to make reliable assessments
that minimise biases. In practice it is more feasible and much
more efficient for appropriate independent experts to do
this – some with the relevant clinical expertise, others experienced
in the evaluation of experimental data, such as clinical trials.
They can then present their analyses and conclusions to all
prescribers and pharmacists, who can read them in detail if they
wish, discuss them, and decide whether they – as individual
practitioners or as a group – want to use the new treatment in
some situations. The assessment of medical treatments is best
published in an independent drug bulletin.
The work of preparing impartial scientifically and clinically
sound assessments resembles that of the Therapeutic Goods
Administration (TGA) in licensing new products, and of the
Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (PBAC) in
deciding whether the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS)
should pay for them. However, these regulatory processes are
part of government and are less helpful for clinical problems.
The TGA can consider only whether a product is effective and

The member bulletins of the International Society of Drug
Bulletins, including Australian Prescriber, contain no drug
adverts: they must be free to express carefully considered
unvarnished opinions. Independent drug bulletins are open to
discussion, debate and argument. As medicine is not an exact
science, drug bulletins are willing to reconsider and if necessary
update their conclusions in the light of new evidence, and to
consider other points of view.
Formularies and collections of therapeutic guidelines, while
important and valuable resources, do not reduce the need for
an independent drug bulletin. They are compendia for reference,
giving compact and reliable information that is intended to
remain current for a fairly long time – usually at least one year.
Formularies have no space for detailed discussion, but most
guidelines summarise the underlying concepts and arguments.
The formularies and guidelines appear too infrequently to be
topical, and neither encourages discussion among their users.
The danger of guidelines is that too many people, among them
clinicians as well as administrators of health services, regard
them as mandatory – which they are not. They save work and
time, but they must be applied flexibly to individual cases. In
some cases it is better to depart from a guideline than to follow
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it. It would be valuable to build a collection of examples of
such justified departures from guidelines, and this could be
another role for independent drug bulletins.
Informing health professionals and the public about drugs and
drug treatments is an important way to encourage the quality
use of medicines. While drug bulletins such as Australian
Prescriber clearly have a role, their message is reinforced if it
also comes from other sources. It is important to ensure that

information from different sources such as the Therapeutic
Guidelines and the Australian Medicines Handbook is
compatible. This user-friendly information should also be
reinforced by other activities such as those of the National
Prescribing Service. Integrated independent information,
perhaps via the internet, will be well received by both health
professionals and their patients.
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Evidence-based medicine
Editor, – I refer to the article ‘Are we there yet? – Travel
along the information highway seeking evidence-based
medicine’ (Aust Prescr 2001;24:116–9). I enjoyed this
problem-based article on influenza vaccination but was
surprised that the authors did not suggest consulting the
Australian Immunisation Handbook as their first search
strategy. To solve the problem I pulled the
7th edition (2000) off the shelf, looked up the index on
influenza, flicked to page 140, skimmed to recommendation
4 regarding pregnant women on page 144 and found:
‘Influenza vaccine is safe for pregnant women. Pregnant
women who fall into one of the above risk categories
should be vaccinated. In addition, there is evidence from a
number of studies that pregnant women, particularly
during the second and third trimester, are at increased
risk of influenza-associated complications. The US
Centers for Disease Control estimates that an average of
1–2 hospitalisations among pregnant women could be
prevented for every 1,000 pregnant women immunised.
It is therefore recommended that all women who will be
in the second or third trimester of pregnancy during the
influenza season be vaccinated in advance, so that they will
be protected during that period.’
Time: 45 seconds!
The Australian Immunisation Handbook is also available on
the internet at: http://www.health.gov.au/pubhlth/immunise/
publications.htm (albeit as a 2.6 meg PDF file)!
To me, this exercise shows the clear value of independent
immunisation/therapeutic guidelines produced by expert
colleagues who have distilled the evidence into authoritative
recommendations. It also shows the deficiencies of the
Commonwealth Department of Health web search engine
which apparently does not currently index their own PDF
documents!
Dr Ken Harvey
Senior Lecturer
School of Public Health
La Trobe University
Bundoora, Vic.
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Dr Peteris Darzins and Ms Majella Pugh, co-authors of the
article, comment:
Dr Ken Harvey reports being surprised that the authors did
not suggest consulting the Australian Immunisation
Handbook (NHMRC)1 as their first search strategy. However,
not everyone has the latest version of the Handbook on their
shelf. Even so, Dr Harvey has overlooked Table 2 which
shows that the very first place the medical practitioner
conducting the search looked was in the NHMRC web site.
It is interesting that the search conducted by browsing the
NHMRC web site, and also by using the search terms
‘vaccination’ and ‘guidelines’, separately, did not lead to the
immunisation guidelines. This shows that information
retrieval by electronic means from readily accessible sources
is still seriously limited. This may be because the needed
information is simply not in the electronic databases or, if it
is there, it cannot be readily found by people who are not
accustomed to using that particular database.
We agree with Dr Harvey that more attention could be
devoted to proper indexing of databases. Poorly indexed
databases have a number of deleterious effects. First, they do
not provide the information searchers are looking for. Second,
they provide a strong negative incentive to searchers to look
for information in the databases when next they want to find
something. In our opinion, it would be preferable to have
fewer, readily accessible, items in the databases, rather than
masses of information that is not readily accessible. Proper
structuring of databases requires discipline and the active
involvement of content experts in deciding what should or
should not be included. Many web sites sacrifice function for
form and appear to be designed by computing experts
without adequate supervision from content experts. It is time
those who care about evidence-based medicine invest the
required effort to attend to this serious barrier to the optimal
provision of health care.
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